
11 Biggest 
Money 
Mistakes
Insights into Behavioral Investing



Money is a Monster
We don't talk about it and we are
not educated on it

Controls our moods and decisions

Approach money and investing
from quantitative and not
qualitative

Humans are terrible investors



#1: No
Perspective



Our time
frame is
too short
We focus on short term
instead of looking for long
term trends







Amazon Year to Date



Amazon Complete History



#2: No
Curiosity





The Dow is up 30x in the past 40 years.
The index has risen from 1,000 to almost
30,000. What has driven this cataclysmic
performance??



US Corporate Profit Margins Same TODAY as
1980



Has technology made us more
productive, or more destracted?



Fed Funds Interest Rate



Stock Market Returns are
Driven by Borrowing



Should be no surprise that stocks
are falling in 2022 - interest rates are

rising....and stock markets NEVER
bottom when interest rates are

rising



#3:
Chasing

Sexy



Investing should be more like
watching paint dry or watching
grass grow. If you want excitement,
take $800 and go to Las Vegas.

Paul Samuelson



Company 1: Healthcare, aviation, power, renewable energy, digital
industry, additive manufacturing and venture capital and finance,

 
or
 

Company 2: Rental of trucks, trailers and self-storage

Which company would you rather
invest in?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Healthcare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Aviation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Renewable_Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Digital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Additive_manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GE_Capital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-storage


VS



Aug 2000: $474.50    
 

Oct 2022:  $64.56       
 

$20.00   
 

      $537.02       
 

-86%-86%                      +2,585%+2,585%                    



Our caveman brains need stimulation
- they do not cope well with being

bored



#4: Not
Enough

Risk



If risk
doesnt kill

you, it
makes you

stronger



Intentionally inject stress into your
life

Start thinking like a risk manager of
an insurance company

Be flexible and nimble

Remove stuff, don't add

Barbell strategy

 
 



#5: Not
Enough

Insurance



No one likes to buy insurance

Let's say that you buy a $50,000 car

What happens if some scumbag steals your
car?

Risk versus return

Protect yourself from risks you can transfer
toi 3rd parties

 
 



#6: Not
Enough

Patience



Investing $100 per month at a return of 10
percent per year will deliver $226,048 after 30
years. 

How much would I have after 30 years if,
instead of 10%, I generate returns of 20% year? 

The human brain, in all its feebleness, would
reason like this – if I am earning double the
return (20 percent instead of 10 percent), it
should have double the money - $450,000. 

 
 



What would you say if I said that by
doubling the annualized return you
would earn TEN times more? 

Your $100 investment at 20 percent
per annum will yield $2,297,783 in 30
years!! How is this possible? 

 
 





#7: Not
Investing

In Yourself



 “The best investment by far
is anything that develops
yourself….whatever abilities
you have can’t be taken
away from you. They can’t
actually be inflated away
from you." 
Warren Buffett 
2022 Berkshire Hathaway
shareholder's meeting, 



#8: Too
Emotional



Investing brings out multiple
emotions.

Most dominant are fear and greed

Either you control them, or they
control you

Which emotion is strongest?

 
 



What is a stronger emotion?
 
 

Joy of winning $100
 

or
 

Fear of losing $100

 
 





#9: Too
Easily

Influenced



The biggest obstacle to becoming rich,
however, is not your lack of talent or luck. It
is because you are too easily influenced by
external factors. 

We like to think we control our destiny. The
Invictus poem commonly quoted by Nelson
Mandela: “I am the master of my fate, I am
the captain of my soul” is not true for 99% of
people. It only applies to a small minority

The majority of our decisions are based on
how we have been hardwired and
influenced.  

You need to understand these influencing
factors and work against them. 



Your childhood
The Jones's
Society
Social media
Financial industry

FIVE Factors keeping you from being
Financially Free

 
 



#10: Too
Absolute



There is no "good" or "bad" in
investing.

You need to think in terms of :
better, or worse

 
 



The Nasdaq Index is up 61.5% in the past
5 years. 

Is that good or bad??



Compared to Tesla, not so
great!

<---Tesla

<---Nasdaq



Investing is a relative game.
What do you do when someone
offers you a return of 18% risk free
in dollars for 1 year??

 
 



   Is 18% a good return??

 
 



Compared to what?



#11: Too
Much Stuff



We spend too much money on
buying stupid shit to impress
people we do not even like

Financial freedom is about
spending less and investing more
and working less

Pareto 80/20 - you use 20% of your
stuff 80% of the time

 
 



Get some perspective
Be curious
Embrace boring
Take risk
Lots of insurance
Be patient
Invest in yourself
Control your emotions
Do not be influenced
Everything is relative
Do not buy stupid shit

 
 


